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Introduction
Mechanical simulation of soft surfaces usually require collision detection to be performed, for avoiding the simulated objects to penetrate themselves or each other. For instance, cloth simulation require avoiding cloth-to-body penetration, but also cloth-to-cloth collisions, for instance between wrinkles.
Collision detection is often very time consuming. Dealing with discretized surfaces, it consists in computing which couples of polygons are interpenetrating. The simulation algorithm then calculates the appropriate interaction response that will correct the surface deformation accordingly.
Several algorithms have been proposed for handling efficiently collision detection, some suited to parametrical surfaces ([BAR 90] As we intend to cope with highy deformed surfaces, like those obtained for surface wrinkling, we need an algorithm that keeps being very efficient for self-collision detection. Using some geometrical considerations based on curvature, we have successfully extended a hierarchical algorithm to get very fast self collision evaluation on discretized surface animations. [VOL 94 ] includes a detailed presentation of the algorithms and the resulting efficiency.
For getting appropriate collision response, penetration orientation has to be computed for the detected collisions. Quite trivial when handling surfaces that have a well-defined inside-outside orientation (bodies, closed surfaces, ...), this problem becomes ambiguous for general situations considering surfaces that do not contain any orientation information (wrinkling fabric, ...). Techniques have been developed for computing orientation in a robust way using remanance and consistency, in order to get a very robust simulation system that can handle complex situations involving wrinkling.
Efficient self-collision detection
Usual collision detection algorithms are rather inefficient for handling self-collisions because of adjacency : Two adjacent subareas are virtually "colliding" by contact along their common borders, and the algorithms will spend time focusing on them. For instance, dealing with polygonisations, they will consider each edge separating polygons as potential collision areas between these polygons. We intend to speed up self-collision detection by taking advantage of adjacency, using some geometrical properties in order to skip collision detection within some areas or between adjacent areas.
Self-collisions and curvature
It is quite evident that a very smooth and regular surface will not show many self-intersections, at least at short ranges. In fact, the only causes of self-intersection are the following: (a) -The surface is curved enough for making a "loop" and hitting another part of the surface.
(b) -The contour of the surface has such a shape that a minimal fold will bring superposition and collision of the surface.
A more formal formulation of this geometrical property would be :
* Let S be a continuous surface in the Euclidean space delimited by one contour C.
if :
-There exists a vector V for which N.V > 0 at (almost) every point of S (N being the normal vector of the surface at the considered point) and :
-The projection of C on a plane orthogonal to V along the direction of V has no selfintersections then :
-There are no self-collisions on the surface S. We take advantage of this property in two different ways, as described below:
2.1.1. Self-collision into a surface area (I) -If can be found an area for which (a) there exists a vector that has positive dot product with the normals of every triangle of the area and if (b) the 2D projection of its contour along this direction does not intersect itself, then we need not look for self-intersections within that area.
This has great impact : We can check for normals in O(n) time (see 2.2.2), and test a 2D contour for collisions (that should contain at most O(sqrt n) elementary segments) also in an efficient way (see 2.2.3). That means that we can discard big areas from self-collision detection in O(n) time. Furthermore, normal calculation is a task that has often to be performed for many other reasons, like rendering or mechanical calculation, and the collision-specific calculation time is therefore reduced by this amount.
Collision between two surface areas
(II) -if can be found two areas that are adjacent (connected by at least one vertex), then if (a) there exists a vector that has positive dot product with the normals of every triangles of both areas and if (b) the 2D projection of their contours along this direction do not intersect each other, then we need not look for intersections between these two areas.
By this, we can also efficiently discard intersection tests between two adjacent subparts of our surface. Adjacency test may be performed in O(log n) time (see 2.2.1).
Efficient implementation using a hierarchical algorithm
Hierarchical algorithms are well known solutions for reducing worst-time computations to O(n log n) when dealing with a huge set of objects, such as all the polygons of a discretized surface. Still, even considering O(n) average time can be heavy computation, for example if a selfcollision algorithm focuses on each edge of a polygonisation, even when the surface contain only sparse collisions.
We extend the traditional hierarchical collision detection algorithm in order to take advantage of the geometrical properties mentioned above, in order to get full efficiency of the algorithm even for self-collision detection, that is a computation time in average proportional to the number of colliding polygons.
Thus, we use respectively the (I) and (II) properties for skipping self-collisions within one area of the hierarchy, or between two areas if they are adjacent.
Three practical problems still remain :
Adjacency storage and evaluation in a hierarchical surface
Brute force storage of every adjacent subsurfaces around every subsurface in the hierarchy wouldn't lead to efficient storage space, nor to acceptable adjacency evaluation time.
Instead, we only store the vertices separating adjacent subsurfaces of highest level in the hierarchy around each subsurfaces. This computation may be performed in O(log n) time. The number of such vertices is in average constant whatever the hierarchy level of the subsurface (around 6). We can then prove that two given subsurfaces are adjacent (i.e. have at least one common vertex) if and only if there is at least a common vertex in their stored vertices. The number of them being in average constant, the evaluation time is in average constant.
Curvature criteria evaluation in a surface polygonalisation
We find a common direction yielding positive dot product with the normals of every polygon of a discretized surface using direction sampling : For instance, we can use a set of 14 unit vectors oriented to the vertices and face middles of a cube. For each polygon we evaluate which vectors give positive dot product with the normal, and we propagate this information up in the hierarchy tree. We then can evaluate quickly if the common direction can be found by looking at the remaining sample vectors in the hierarchy.
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Evaluating collisions in the contour projection.
This can be performed rather efficiently by taking advantage of the already existing bounding box hierarchy. However, practical tests have shown that this criteria as almost never decisive, and can be skipped for all non-pathological collision situations involving acceptable surface shapes and hierarchisation. 
Robustness and orientation consistency
Once collisions are detected, correct response has to be computed in order to provide the collision feedback. For instance, collision between surfaces animated using physically based algorithms have to yield mechanical contact interaction.
Dealing with mechanical surfaces, an important difficulty bay be to compute the correct collision orientation: As a given element may be detected to be geometrically close to a surface, shall we consider this element at the correct side of the surface (where it has always been and should remain), or at the other side (oops, it has crossed the surface, lets put it back)? Except for some closed surfaces like body skin, balls, that have an already predefined inside-outside orientation and for which the "normal" position of other objects is outside, collision situations can become very ambiguous when two deformed surfaces interpenetrate: At which side of each surface should the other surface be considered, and thus, how to compute the collision interaction orientation correctly?
In order to get a robust system for which collisions are always computed in a consistent way, several techniques have been implemented.
Collision remnance
This first technique is quite easy to implement : Once detected, a collision is stored in a structure and tracked during the animation according to the positions of the concerned objects. In-out orientation is updated according to the moves of the objects, such as when the conserned elements cross.
Any detected collision remains in the structure for a given time even if it is not actually occurring, providing extra robustness when two object parts in contact are scattered by any kind of simulation artifact.
Orientation consistency tracking
Remanance is a quite simple technique for maintaining the consistency of an initially correct situation. However, the system should also be able to recover from an initially inconsistent situation, or a situation that has become inconsistent after some severe simulation trouble.
The basic idea of this technique is to keep track of all the collision areas of the scene. Thus, we group every detected collisions that are part of the same "contact region", and we compute the "most probable" orientation for this collision region by considering statistically the individual collision orientations. Then, the common collision orientation is given for every collision.
The most important difficulty is to track efficiently the collision regions. We use an incremental process, based on the labeling of the collisions handled by the remanance mentioned above, using neighborhood walking along the colliding surfaces.
If any ambiguous and inconsistent collision situation happens, the colliding surfaces will then "choose" the most probable collision orientation, and each individual collision within the considered area will then behave in a consistent way.
Combined with remanance this orientation consistency correction gives us a very robust system, able to recover most of the inconsistencies concerning colliding non oriented surfaces. Consistent and inconsistent collision orientations. Consistency correction a set of intersecting falling surfaces.
-Implementing collision consistency correction
Collisions are of two kinds:
* Proximities: Elements from two different surface regions that are separated by a distance smaller than a given detection distance. They can be vertex-polygon, edge-edge, and more marginally vertex-edge and vertex-vertex proximities.
* Interferences: Elements from two different surface regions (an edge and a polygon) that are interpenetrating each other. They reveal that the surface regions are crossing each other.
Each element of the surface mesh data structure contains a list of the collisions in which it is involved (including remnant collisions).
A proximity is represented by a couple of elements, one from each colliding surface region, and a distance, which represents the distance of the two concerned elements. Positive distance means that the elements are at the right side of each other, and negative means they should cross for being at the right side. In case surface orientation information is lacking, collision detection returns only positive distance collisions, assuming the surfaces are at the correct side of each other. However, if interferences are detected as well (i.e. edges crossing polygons), we then know that the situation is inconsistent and some collision orientations have to be reversed.
The first task is to group the detected collisions into sets characterizing collision regions. A collision region between two surfaces is the area where the two surfaces are "in contact", according to the collision detection distance. The second step is to reorient all the collisions of a given region so that they all behave in the same way, according to some statistical considerations.
The labeling process is performed by the following algorithm: Two collisions are considered as neighbors if their elements are neighbors. We find all the neighbor collisions of a given collision by scanning all the collisions concerning the neighboring elements of both collision elements.
Then, for each group, we compare the surface orientation and collision the orientation of each collision in it. By numbering how many collision push in which direction of the surfaces, we consider the majority direction, and we force every collision of the group to that direction. While not being the most reliable criteria (considering collisions in the border of the group is certainly better), the majority criteria has shown to give good results for the mechanical simulations that have been tested, as in those cases only a small amount of crossings occur.
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The collision orientation consistency correction process.
Some future work will consider maintaining consistency between different collision groups, as they may interfere each other when some elements get involved into several collisions.
Results and conclusion
The collision detection algorithm has been tested on various situations, from detecting selfcollisions on a sphere up to complex collision situations involving wrinkling cloth. The result is quite obvious : We now get an average self-collision detection time proportional to the number of colliding elements. In situations like Figure 5 , less than 10 % of the detection time is spent for cloth self-collisions. We obtain full power from the hierarchical algorithm, which is now not fooled by all the fake collisions resulting from adjacent elements.
Orientation consistency detection improves drastically simulation robustness for non oriented surfaces. As shown by Figure 4 , a mechanical simulation on an initially inconsistent (interpenetrating) set of surfaces yields a consistent result. Each surface have been forces to "choose" the most probable side for each ambiguous collision.
The combination of our self-collision detection algorithm and the collision orientation consistency correction yields us a very efficient and robust system for simulating highly deformable surface. This can be included in a powerful cloth software, able to handle severe mechanical contexts and complex wrinkling situations. Way is then open for complex cloth simulation systems, that may include actors putting on and off cloth, or any other situation beyond the simply worn cloth situation.
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